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THE BATTLE OF VÖGELINSEGG

EDITOR

In response to Colin Griffiths' query regarding the postcard shown on the left above (ref. HPS Newsletter
November 2013 Page 85). Our knowledgeable Vice President, Eric Lienhard, has sifted through his 'extensive card
collection' (have you ever counted how many you have Eric?) and come up with two more related to this historical
event (see those on right). He informs me that the reasons for and details of the battle are set out in Wikipedia. In
summary : the alliance in 1402 between the Abbot of St. Gallen and Austria was in order to limit the increasing
influence of Appenzell, St. Gallen City (independent of the abbey) and various Swabian cities. The Austrian threat
frightened off St. Gallen City and the Swabian cities. Now left on their own, Appenzell signed a treaty with Schwyz.
The Abbot's army marched towards Speicher. Fortunately experienced commanders and troops were already on
their way from Schwyz. The Abbot's campaign plan had been leaked to Appenzell and, under guidance from the
experienced Schwyzer, defences were readied at Vögelinsegg. Believing that they could easily defeat a group of
inexperienced farmers, the orderly advance of the Abbot's army was attacked from many sides in the narrow
defile. Unable to deploy normal military tactics in such a confined space the Abbot's army was routed with their
troops being persued to the gates of St. Gallen. Source: Wikipedia/Google.
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS OF THE REGIONAL GROUPS
Northern - Saturday, 1st March: "Cantonal Capitals" - All members. Revised date – Saturday 12 th April - AGM and
Open Competition. All meetings take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at
2.00.pm. Further details from David Hope Tel. 0161 3030091.
Southern - 7th June 2014. "Pages from Peace" (Peace and Peace Laureates) with guest speaker Grace Davies. The
4th October has been booked for the Autumn meeting - subject to be announced. All meetings take place at the
Cricketfield House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire commencing at 10.30.am. Further details from Fred
Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987. We aim to finish no later than 4.00.pm. Teas & coffees, a splendid buffet lunch, and
very good company await you.
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THE 100th ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIELD POST IN SWITZERLAND 1889 – 1989

ARTHUR WYSS

Part 4 translated into English by Eric Lienhard. The third part was in the February edition (pp.12/13).

Fig. 16 (Above left) FP Orderlies of INF. RGT. 27 at a collection site in Uznach 1938.
Fig. 17 (Above right) Despatch station Biel for the so-called Army Parcels before Christmas 1943.
4.4 The transit of post for Prisoners of War abroad.
In connection with this an extensive humanitarian effort has to be remembered, which during WW1 was in the
main carried out by the civilian post office: conveyance of the post in transit through Switzerland to Prisoners of
War living in enemy territory in their hundreds of thousands. This happened in close co-operation with the ICRC
(International Committee of the Red Cross). Already in 1914, nine of the warring nations approached the Head PO
Directorate to commence the transmission of CODs to their imprisoned compatriots in enemy territory, which
naturally was soon followed by letter and parcel post. To begin with this postal traffic was between Germany,
Austro-Hungary and France. The COD traffic was under the control of the Head PO Directorate and lay in the
hands of the mandate transit office Basel. Already at the beginning of 1914 approximately 40 personnel were
required. The post office Bern Transit dealt with letter and parcel post; later a collection FP had to be brought in
for support. To start with the bulk of parcels went via the Transit PO Geneva, which daily processed whole wagon
loads to Frankfurt am Main. At the end of 1915 the parcel re-loading between French and German wagons was
transferred to Basel, eventually FP and even military personnel had to be seconded for this work.
After the entry of Italy and Rumania into the war (1915) the transit of Prisoner of War post increased massively.
The additional traffic was arranged to go via the exchange stations Milano-Estero, Chiasso, Domodossola, Buchs
(SG) and Basel, where direct parcel wagons were run on the Gotthard and Lötschberg-Simplon lines. Ever more
frequently FP and military personnel were engaged to ease the load of the civil post office. This transit through
our country for Prisoners of War abroad increased year on year from 1914 to 1918 and reached the numbers in
the table below:
Year
Letters &
Printed matter
Parcels
COD
TOTAL
Postcards
Newspapers
Packets
No.
approx.
1914
12,000,000
121,000
692,000
286,749
13,000,000
1915

63,404,000

12,500,000

18,496,000

2,779,848

97,200,000

1916

122,512,000

13,100,000

32,162,000

2,934,402

170,700,000

1917

146,030,000

16,400,000

28,953,000

2,885,275

194,200,000

1918

162,488,000

12,100,000

34,187,000

1,377,303

210,200,000

TOTAL

506,444,000

54,221,000

114,490,000

10,263,577

685,400,000
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With the inclusion of 1919 the total number of postings for Prisoners of War rose to approx. 715 million. The loss
of revenue to the Swiss civil post reached a sum of over 61 million Sfr. On request six nations compensated
Switzerland for a small part of this sum.
During the War, besides the long established ICRC in Geneva, a number of other humanitarian aid organisations
for the war-damaged of all countries were formed and most were accorded free post.

Fig. 18 (Above left) FP transfer from a lorry to a mule 1942.
Fig. 19 (Above right) Tricky research in the lost property office of the FP Directorate in Bern 1940: 2 FP soldiers
trying hard to redirect poorly addressed FP letters to the recipient.

Fig. 20 (Above left) FP delivery from Appenzell to Weissbad for a Frontier Fusilier Bat. 1941: a cycle sport record
achievement?
Fig. 21 (Above right) FP office Münchenbuchsee for Internee post 1940.
5. The FP Service between the wars (1919 - 1939)
After the demobilisation of the army, the activities of the FP Service returned to quieter times. Its task during the
annual refresher courses made use of the knowledge gained during mobilisation. From 1923 onwards large troop
manoeuvres at Division and Brigade level were again carried out. They were for 2 weeks and from 1938 for 3
weeks. Besides the Divisions and Brigades each mobilised Regiment was also provided with a FP. These FPs
consisted of the following personnel: Regiment FPs 7 to 9 men, Brigade FPs 10 to 15 men and Division FPs 30 to 50
men. Smaller troop contingents, situated remotely from Regiment or Division, were served by the civil Post Office,
which for this purpose received the necessary instructions from the FP Directorate.
19 Post Offices in favourable transport locations were designated as military post collection points, which were
obliged to distribute FP consignments in accordance with FP guidelines.
In 1923 the maximum weight for free FP post was raised from 2 kg. to 2½ kg. In the same year the Federal Council
appointed Major Ernest Bonjour (later Lt. Colonel and Colonel) as the new FP Director in place of Lt. Colonel
Oftinger.
The existing FP ordinance of 1912 and the FP regulations of 1914 based thereon had, meanwhile, shown up
weaknesses and gaps. A thorough revision was urgently required when the new troop organisation of 1936 came
into force on 1st January 1938. In consequence significant changes resulted in the structure of the army.
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Fig. 22 (Above left) Postal items for Prisoners of War abroad, stacked in bags in Basel, waiting for despatch 1945.
Fig. 23 (Above right) FP during manouevres sorting deliveries for the troops in a tent in the woods 1950.
Dark clouds again built up on the world horizon. For some time the internationalised civil war had raged in Spain
and to the north and south of our country strident dictators steered Europe towards the abyss. However in
Switzerland the will to defend and strengthen the army grew year by year.
In view of these events the reorganisation of our FP Service was carried out. The Federal Council approved the
new FP organisation on 9th April 1938 and put it in force on 15 th April. The associated operational ordinances, the
so-called FP Instructions, were valid from 31 st August 1939, 3 days before mobilisation. Each of the now 9 Divisions
and the 3 Mountain Brigades again got their own FPs; in addition there was an FP for Army Staff and 17 collecting
FPs. Among other matters the new FP ordinance determined that all costs of the FP Service would be the
responsibility of the military authorities. The operational and office equipment supplied by the PTT Directorate
were to be charged to the Federal Military Department at year end, albeit only at 50%, when this equipment
could also be used by the civil Post Office.
The following was also determined by the new FP ordinance: The FP officers and secretaries must be
commissioned officials and the ranking FP orderlies (today the troop FP NCOs) would be commissioned or
uniformed officials of the civil Post Office. The appointment of personnel into the FP Service may only occur after
successful completion of Recruit School. The FP secretaries must have achieved the rank of corporal.
All the corps' equipment of the FP would become the property of the army (including vehicles).
The FP Service is obligated to guarantee postal secrecy as well as military secrecy. Any material indicating criminal
activity or offence, or containing forbidden political propoganda material for distribution to the troops is to be
confiscated and reported to troop command.
The fifth part of this article will appear in the April 2014 edition of the Newsletter.
PERSONALITIES PART 3

EDITOR

I have still not received many suggestions from members on which famous Swiss personalities should appear on
their future stamps. However the televising of the Winter Olympics has fuelled my interest in sports stars. How
about such Swiss Multi-Olympic gold medallists as Vreni Schneider who won three individual winter Olympic Gold
Medals for skiing – two in 1988 and one in 1994; Simon Ammann who won four Winter Olympic gold medals for
ski jumping – two in 2002 and two in 2012; or a celebration of Switzerland's proud record in the Bobsleigh members of the two-man or four-man bobsleigh teams won Winter Olympic gold in 1924, 1936, 1948, 1956,
1972, 1980, 1988, 1992 and 1994. Another outstanding achievement, this time in the Summer Olympics, was by
Georges Miez who won three gold medals in gymnastics – two in 1928 and one in 1936. Tennis-player Stanislas
Wawrinka, winner of the Australian Open Championship this year, might emulate Roger Federer by appearing on a
Swiss stamp. Wawrinka is the first player ranked Number 8 in the World to win a Grand Slam tournament since
Brian Teacher in 1981 and first man to beat the top two seeds in a Grand Slam tournament since Sergi Bruguera at
Roland Garros in 1993. Three of Switzerland's lady tennis players, Martina Hingis, Patty Schnyder and
Emmanuelle Gagliardi, appeared on three PTT cards celebrating the Fed Cup semi-final in 1998. Other suggested
candidates: the author, Max Frisch, and perhaps three outsiders (who are perhaps better known to British
observers) - Sepp Blatter of FIFA, Alain de Botton writer on philosophy or Anton Mosimann, chef ?
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THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING
A final reminder that the Society's Annual National Meeting, incorporating the Annual General Meeting,
takes place in Shrewsbury on Saturday 5th and Sunday 6th April 2014. This popular event provides you with
opportunities to increase your knowledge, meet other members, exchange ideas and contribute to the
running of the Society. For partners who wish to indulge in non-philatelic activities, there are plenty of
opportunities in the historic city of Shrewsbury. If you have overlooked this event and have lost the
application form, then phone or email the Honorary Secretary Neville Nelder on 01453-750825
seitani@waitrose.com or our Treasurer Norton Wragg on 01625 613654 norton.wragg@sky.com. We will be
very pleased to help. The AGM Agenda is set out below:
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Notice is hereby given that the sixty-seventh ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
will be held on Sunday 6th April 2014 at 10.00 am at the
PRINCE RUPERT HOTEL, BUTCHER ROW, SHREWSBURY, SY1 1UQ
AGENDA
1. Apologies for absence
2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on Tuesday 16 th April 2013 [see resumè in June 2013
newsletter]
3. Chairman's Address
4. Hon. Secretary's Report
5. Hon. Treasurer's Report - Statement of Accounts for the year ending 31 st December 2013
- 2014 Budget and 2015 subscriptions
6. Appointment of Auditor
7. Report of Packet Secretary
8. Report of Librarian
9. Newsletter – Editor's Report
10. Website – Webmaster's Report
11. Election of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee for 2014-2015
12. Motions and Resolutions*
13. Any other business including any matters arising from the minutes of the previous meeting.
NOMINATIONS for the election of Officers and Members of the Committee should be sent to the Hon.
Secretary in writing to reach him not later than Tuesday 1st April 2014. The nominee must have agreed to
his/her nomination.
*RESOLUTIONS. Any member wishing to propose a Motion or Resolution at the Meeting must give notice in
writing, enclosing the text, to the Hon. Secretary not less than 14 days before the date of the Meeting.
Neville Nelder, Hon. Secretary

David Hope, Chairman
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EDITOR

Have the PTT/Swiss Post produced an official 'black print' ? I can only think of one item issued in the past that
might be considered – the illustration showing non-adopted stamp designs on the inside of the folder produced as
a souvenir for the UPU Centenary/Internaba 1974 – see left above. But now there is another. For a number of
years the Year Book has contained an 'exclusive vignette label', but there is no such 'label' in the 2013 issue.
Instead there is an 'exclusive black print' based on 'Switzerland's favourite coin', the Goldvreneli (SwissPost's
words) – right above. You will have to buy the Year Book to obtain this attractive collector's item. It is intended to
be the first of a series of 'black-prints' issued annually. Neither the Internaba '74 item nor Swiss Post's new
'product' are based on an exact replication of the design of an issued stamp – so can they really be described as
items which philatelists would recognise as true 'black-prints'? Whatever the answer, it cannot be denied that
they are extremely attractive items that can enhance any collector's album page.
For those who collect old picture postcards, have you noticed that for the last six years Swiss Post have produced
a beautiful reproduction of an early postcard (usually in colour) to commemorate the national Stamp Day and, in
particular, the venue of the related stamp exhibition. Previous cards have featured Bellinzona, Bulle, Bern, Sierre
and Altstätten. The latest card showed four views of Aarau where the Level lll national stamp exhibition,
'Aarphila13', took place last December. As a bonus, on the address-side of each of the six cards, there is an
imprinted version of the official Stamp Day stamp which also appears in perforated format on the related
miniature sheets. The 2013 MS shows Swiss Post's first bell-shaped stamp in honour of Aarau's history of bell
making! Swiss Post also issued two reproduction cards in 2011 to commemorate the Rango ll and the R ätia stamp
exhibitions in Lugano and Chur respectively and one for the Glabra 2013 exhibition in Glarus.
(The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for allowing it to publish illustrations of their products.)
REPORT ON THE NORTHERN GROUP'S NOVEMBER MEETING

DAVID HOPE

Tony Hoyle, gave his Chairman's presentation at the November 2013 meeting of the Northern Group. Tony said
that he had particularly chosen this month because it was 60 years since he had turned up at Mr John Highsted's
house where the meetings were then held. He said that he had been made most welcome and received a lot of
encouragement from the members over the early years of his Swiss collecting. Tony also said that he had visited
Switzerland over forty times since then and had been particularly drawn to the Swiss transport system in all its
aspects and it was this area that he chose for his presentation. Tony showed five mountain transports: the
Stanserhorn, Pilatus, Brienzer Rothorn, Niesen and the Rigi. As always with one of Tony's presentations we were
shown a wide variety of material from philatelic to postcards and his own photos. Starting with the Stanserhorn
he showed postcards of the funicular, cachets used and postal stationery cards showing the hotel. A rare
Stanserhorn circular date stamp only used 1939-1940 was a highlight here. He ended this section with material on
the new Cabrio cable car with open top deck. Tony hopes to be on it next summer. In the Pilatus section he
showed postcards of the trains and a circular dated cachet in red used by the Pilatus Kulm hotel along with various
other cachets and straightline handstamps. Mail from Pilatus is now cancelled at Kerns with the Pilatus publicity
handstamp. The Brienzer Rothorn was illustrated with postal stationery cards as well as postcards. Straightline
handstamps and circular date stamps of the Rothorn Kulm were shown, also a machine cancel which is not often
seen. The Niesen was illustrated with postal stationery cards, straightline Niesen-Kulm handstamps, one with date
included and Niesen-Kulm circular date stamps with and without the height included. The Rigi was illustrated with
station cancels, straightline and circular date stamps. A postcard for the 75th year of the Arth-Rigi Bahn, publicity
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handstamps and machine cancels were also shown. This was an excellent presentation providing a wealth of
material for us all to enjoy.
NEWS FROM THE SOCIETY’S LIBRARIAN BOB MEDLAND
What follows is a short summary of journals, publications etc. received gratis from other societies in 2013 and
articles from these which might be of interest to members. If anyone would like to borrow the publications, please
let me know – there is no charge except to refund my postage costs. Alternatively I am happy to scan/email (free)
or photocopy (small charge) individual articles (within reason) if you let me have your email/postal address.
Please contact me at hirundo@dsl.pipex.com After each publication, the letters (G), (F) or (E) indicate the
language in which the articles are written.
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG (G)
Swiss airmail stamps and covers (part 2)
‘Oberland’ hand-stamps on pre-philately covers.
Forgeries of the Rayon I & Post Locale issues and 1938 Pro Aero canceller.
Perforation corrections on the Switzerland/China issue 1998
The Swiss/Bavaria ‘Grenzrayon’ (local cross-border postage rate) 1852-1875 (part 1)
French place-names forcibly changed after the Revolution (fascinating for historians)
GANZACHENSAMMLER (G, E)
Photos used for the national heritage postal stationery issues (for postal stationery collectors)
Koller hand-made postal card receipts
A unique postal stationery imprinting error
Picture postcard giftbooks 1923-26
A plea from a Polish ghetto
Official postal receipts (Empfangsscheine) – (a subject recently featured in our newsletter)
AR ‘Avis de Réception’ cards and labels (modern postal stationery/etiquettes)
DER POSTSTEMPELSAMMLER (G)
Cancellations from Ticino funiculars
Hasler machine-stamps
1949 Industrial Landscape issue – 5c coil issue
Machine-canceller flags
SWISS EXPRESS (Swiss Railways Society in UK) (E)
The Swiss National Railway 1875-78
1954 Saurer postbuses (a recent encounter with two preserved examples)
TELL (American Helvetia Philatelic Society) (E)
The Gotthard pass from Roman times to 2016 (continuing serial article incl. TPO cancels)
The 1941 Bern Anniversary issue – plating
RetroReveal – an online tool for deciphering difficult cancellations (more to follow on this)
Güller – history and saving the company’s records (fascinating for cancellation collectors)
Postage due on Germany ‘inflation period’ covers.
SWISSCELLANY – POSTBUSES
EDITOR
After attending David Hope's very interesting talk on the Swiss Postbus service I came across one or two related
facts in Diccon Bewes' book 'Swisscellany' which I thought I should share with you: Use of the three-tone horn on
mountain Postbus routes was introduced in 1923, the uniform colour for all Postbuses was introduced in 1959;
and the first female Postbus driver, Claire Buner, commenced her career on the Jonschil-Uzwil route in 1971.
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A SATURDAY IN SALISBURY

EDITOR

This picture shows some of the members of the Southern Group at their meeting in June enjoying the sunshine
after a buffet lunch in the grounds of the Cricketfield House Hotel in Salisbury. Among the smiling faces are the
Society's Vice President, Eric Lienhard (far left), our long-standing Secretary, the late Peter Vonwiller (second from
left), our new Librarian, Bob Medland (rear 3 rd from left), the Society's President, Claude Mistely (rear 4 th from
left), the initiator of the Group, Don Symonds (front, holding the hat), our new Secretary Neville Nelder (centre,
clasping his hands), Committe member and stamp dealer Werner Gattiker (right of Neville at rear) and our
Webmaster and Southern Group convenor, Fred Hoadley (second from the right). Why not join them for their next
event scheduled for 7th June 2014. Or join the Northern Group for their meetings on 1 st March and 12th April 2014
at Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire.
NEWS FROM 'ACROSS THE POND'

EDITOR

From the American Philatelic Research Library's journal the "Philatelic Literature Review"
Harlan Fiske Stone, the renowned American researcher, collector exhibitor and writer on Swiss philately, has
donated his personal research materials on Swiss stamps and postal history accumulated over 45 years to the
Library. The donation consists of 132 folders containing periodical clippings, notes, correspondence, copies of
exhibits and exhibit notes. Subjects include UPU, Liechtenstein, Zürich, Basel, Geneva, Postage Dues, Postal
routes, markings, rates, stationery, railroads and expertising. Library description: 'The Harlan Stone Papers'. Mr.
Stone was the editor of the Helvetia Alphorn from 1969 – 1974 and the Postal History Journal 1989 – 1999. His
many philatelic awards include the APS World Series of Philately Champion of Champions, the American Collectors
Club Alfred F. Lichtenstein Memorial Award and the American Philatelic Society's John N. Luff award for
distinguished philatelic research.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

• Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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